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Click below to play the conference call recording of Walmart Entanglement iteration 3:

ATLANTA

OKLAHOMA CITY

Do not reset entire modular

You weigh go

16 pieces
Farberware, caught me in my
Farberware

GRYPLDBNB
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With pillcase angry birds

Light tends to go where the time is
least
AKA food storage
hall/ unhall

More likely to genereate angry looks
or even fear
Buggy 2, the sequel
Lights and sounds like eraser
chirping spider
frallin buddies, try me!

budding

EPA free
zillion micro Americas subbing
trainer

clearing at 18

I been looking for one of those
white brim

up to three and down again
layaway scrapbooking
passes
mini plus

white hat,

Might actually have to buy this
circuit training system hangs from a
door frame six exercises only like,
oh $200
though the advertised body that I
might get

st

1 xmas items of the season are up
Back up, penguins on a blue
background, white snowflakes
the color of surveillance

Coming, who’s coming?
Why isn’t that kid in school?
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Are those birdhouses or
windchimes?

Is this a form of verbal
impressionism? Punto.
Full

Deep sockets and rug gripper
Something is talking to me:

puts the onus on me
sparkle paper jams
whoa, me too, just stumbled in
there. Ho ho ho ho ho ho ho. Now he
responds to books and more
Interactive story buddy
color of survellaince, wow
change your voice to sound like an
elf! Tell the elf, elf elf elf,
ho ho ho
jesus jesus jesus
All coming collectively
peace.
laughs
Spectercide!
Chainsaws
Why, look at Walmart landscape
supplies
Hadn’t been in the outdoor awnings
garden section before.
Overlooked it
last time

Can’t take the imp out the pression.
Mad E X P experience
low, low price—is that 3 dollars 50
cents or three-fifty? That’s the
greater fit.
Something talking back: Mongoose,

...look for details on Kraft
products like these...

...freshness guaranteed... and
Ragu old style pasta sauce and
spaghetti! Perfect for baby or
mama.
Kind of them, kind of them.
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flutter homes
pre-sidekick
deep socket

Total puppy
...pick up a fresh hot cider and
free chicken...
Pick up a fresh hot bark
...decide to show you...
the sides of a slim silver thing
going away

Oklahooma Sooners, giggles, andes
Morton Feldman
Those are always ghastly as like the
ghost of the ghost of the ghost of
the ghost

Rainwater’s gonna make writing very
difficult
imagining my meander looks
suspicious
the smell of tires
can’t tell if it’s the bikes or the cars
in the parking lot
Next Rocky
genesis off-road
wild bird food, the Bird Food People
area de gaz de...
dos kiladores (two-burner gas grill)

Consideration, consideration might
teach you to hate Santa Claus,
James.

heh heh, I’m not sure how I feel
about Santa Claus. I’ve never, I
never trusted Santa Claus.
Yeah, there’s something
Screwdrivers
Joyless screwdrivers
call it
fanny pack
What am I on?
sporks, squirts
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No one does. Bring you ashes while
you’re sleeping.
Peace, joy, jingle bells.
cheesing in your spanderwire
easy in your underoos
You’re on the dollar

This taste starts earlier than ever.
fourteen....combined...
two types of light
...outstanding...
or yes, there’s
fluorescent
and I think those are
skylights although they may be
really good floursecent lights.
There’s LED light
Multi-coated
Sunglasses dipped in honey
hip

Heavy duty minlights multicolored
200
aufklarung
A testament to trees remains intact
LED: funny, anniversary was
yesterday fifty years since the
invention heard it on NPR

00:00-20:00
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as they go away

jingle jingle jingle

these people are Butterfingering
through their pants
walking in a winter wonderland of
grossness inspirational for $2.97

1:11

sock-monkey got infinitely more
complicated
builds a nation into the
the relax-th
tailor made truck cloth
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shelving surveillance looks right past
me even at my weirdest

touch lane literally
rain at two in one
the weather doesn’t make any
difference
coated annual contact

Swithch with one in six Americans to fish for pumpkins
cramdown towards style

through the goal posts, astroturf

[woman] ...the middle pile, see?...
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brinksmanship
how wuss rug doctor

forgot about competing claims of
products, how you can actually have
in your marketing right up front
bigger even than your brand name
better than the other guys, better
than Dyson

as of this hour I cannot access my
email
while on conference call
Remover favorite thin combo
trick plum bass right
durability real sigma fluger
alabama shad shock integer
avocet Shakespeare
rayovac
conquer stateholder carnada
swivel peck
finesse
fresh
rub
bulk salted peanut omniflex
stealth moss smooth trilene
smells flambeaux alive
tickle

Fish look nice though,
fish look really nice

ultrapoint

flambeaux another procession
interesting for daily blend, a mouse
and rat, hamster and gerbil, ferret

The fish look increcible kind of barb
$2.15, giant banjo, 2.27, each algae
eater $2:27 and a boring fish called
Molly, her name is Molly

offset worm

bird swing for 92 cents
never been in Pets before
never been inside a pet

vanishing point # 1 is 15, vanishing
point # 2 Health and Beauty
vanishing point # 3 bride of chucky
matching

can’t be corroborated
unholy marriage put in jars

I don’t have a price yardstick for
beef jerky. It’s so variously priced,
can’t get oriented.
Luckily no one buying beer at noon
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Hi, my name’s Chet. I have a
polyester rain suit on and I’m
leaning against a rail. You may
remember me from the packable
adult poncho and the AP classic
rainjacket, brought to you by
Frogs-Togs outerwear

great snacks for the outdoors
suicide syrup parable special dark

upside down balloon
Don’t have a free hand to take a
sample of something on an cracker
the color of light off of plastic

fear that this poem alienates me

from my fellow shopper-citizen
at an adjustale length
several different types of fruit
passing through sleeping bags

syrinx-like

black and red

compression short
I’m getting loud up in Walmart?
I’m getting loud up in Walmart.
a slippery racket
Victorinox
neats N O C S A E

Have you seen the package artwork
for Beggin’ Strips? Are you familiar
with that dog? Moist and meaty,
Smallville
Do we have a Beggin’ Strip analogue
for humans yet or have they had it
all along? Heh heh, moist and
meaty, rise n’ shine, come & get it,
made with real beef. Stir up a
nourishing meal, trade-mark
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moistly meeting
footballs
rid-dell

crucified by wire and transfer, I
glow in the dark

Gerber

two minutes, two
minutes til end of grid one
finish up
Is this a blanket?
Kung Fu Panda 2

wow, do it

more media than I can swallow and
no writing surface here

00:00-20:00
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what is going on in real time,
slipping forward and slipping back,
a revolutionary performanceenhancing glove, junior size
but there is no
sound
I think I feel the real time more
away from the register
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This time includes Tupac
... come to Register 4... I’m being
called to register four ... manager
assisting at Register 4 for lax
therapy [?]
for lax therapy

I think Eggtooth would see it all as
ants right now
me too
me too

me too, I hear none of it
but the vocal stream seems more
conspicuous and dangerous, real
time slower as a result

Tactical viper assault rifle
black ops maximum velocity 450
feet per second
red rider daisy gun M4177
Dual ammo
[child] I lacey baw! Lacey baw!
A laser bar?
...in stuss....

This bar don’t serve lasers.
Do it yourself.
A mantra, bone from a shell

Pardon?
Oh, no sir I don’t work here. Yeah.
I’m wearing
slacks and a blue shirt and I have a
pen, therefore I work here.
Yes. I look official.
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You could easily give that
impression.
It’s a shame you didn’t want to
pick that up. You could have run
with that.
Ah. Did you
actually mean to wear blue?
Ah.

The gentlemen was wearing a
Pittsburg Pirates hat and he had a
cart with a kid and a trash can in it
and he was looking at the tactical
Viper assault rifle
Where is the over-thedoor bar home workout item that
should be right here according to
the coordinates that I was given by
John Selvidge?
Hmm.
Youth, cassidy
Berry
pomegranate
berry berry
pomegranate
Championship pump

sweet
whatever

heh heh heh,
new, new, new, new, new.
Find a better price than 215 bucks
Boys department: an Angus Young
outfit, I swear

This is what awesome looks like
platypus ate my homework

The
endless peeless whistle
endangered NBA logo

Bring on the hugs.
Childrens’ clothes are psychedelic.
Live the adventure, gare animals,
bend and learn cup, message table,
my chair regales me.
Anthropomorphic children do not
look like children.
Easy-ups. Flying designs on handbag
could easily
supersede
three products in one
Peach Mango
trying the
uninterrupted verbal stream now
rather than punctuate it
moving into foods this seems
appropriate
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...in there can you get that out...
elastic knife support
Georgia on my mind-brat

moist supreme
best blend, extra virgin
all right ... just look for specially
marked packages of Kellog’s
products like these...
help fight hunger—by buying Kellog’s
products I assume not just your own
hunger but somebody

else’s too

apples to apples
minute to wince
pass the popcorn the game that
ties you up in knots fibber
headband red rover
whack a mole
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What’s in Neds’s head?
rumblers
matching

food headings hanging from the
ceiling are coded in orange
others green
less perishable retail coded blue
ah, dusk to dusk
Countrytime, Dr. Thunder
Hawaiian Punch, forgot the mascot’s
name
Punchy, Punchy!
ay!
gourmet sundrops
sun drops and is assimilated

Spiderman Jenga

I think I just scared the sandwich
guy

Monster High

although he scares me too
needs a monster high
a monster high and child’s play
stayed in stacks, wink ‘em up
fruit gushers

style star

lah de dah

building five-in-one super miracle
instruction
[child] what?!
put under pipes

1:24

a lot of snacks explode
I mean a lot of snacks explode
roll back to the bookshop

Opacity unsphinxed

20:01-40:00
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the world’s only instant pets
I can’t tell if it’s an orange dragon
eating a piece of PVC pipe with
darker orange eyebrows or whether
it’s an octopus that’s been impaled
on another octopus
punchball critter
...over...
lumino

All hearing is hiding out.
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rocket shots
tip
glip

Walmart sounds vibrant
support,
support our nation’s heroes
pick a size tough when wet
I’m hiding out in here, a lint brush
marked for death
meat!
Mimi litter
also a brand called
Cat’s Pride
majestic Egyptian
feline crowned over the kitty litter
box
dinner time identical
value music— new release music—
Music
blu-ray releases, visit our demo
center
Hannibal Rising
one missed
game

Carry me emotion

Cool daddy elite loves being fugee
tasted backwards folds up into a
bed or down into a
punching
bag. Just dance for you.
Fall colors
bunch of plastic
flowers.

Poem stamps make your own power
balls.
Unde dug
top cur puh
ience shut shun
cabela um blining
beveled legs

axtimated

co

Diem
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Nazi hunter:

wish wish

Automotive
Mixed socks
Mannequinless

Michael Jordan

wish wish wish

Yeah, I like the look of this.
Yarn is cheap.
Found my Ariadne muse in the yarn
section Home Crafts. Perhaps not to
blast my way out of here.
burnap boa 347
animal hats
e-6000 lock tite
Sun catches electro acrylic
casters for easy movement inside
me
looking to strip off, looking to strip
off the introversion. Kills on
contact, nonstick.
Chilton tap
400 bucks minifridge with a beer
tap out the top, eh
Attention all Walmart associates: I
need an associate to automotive for
customer assistance.
Attention all associates
Electronics for customer assistance
recording real easy
I’m gonna get the shit
kicked out of me.

angular
but
oft when you
don’t approach the corner.
Center or slightly off center
between auto care center and
package deli.
Individual warts of the cart wheel
hitting the concrete.

Just dance.
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Spiderman with mickey mouse ears
is disappearing.
Make it illegible.

The
whole
thing
unraveling,
canopy waste baskets
it.

unrolling,

Easy care, can’t find a
price? You can check it right here.
Cook and defrost by time or weight.
High
speed
lockout
for
beginners.
I’m a beginner: I could use some
high speed lockout. God, the
ubiquitous
spider
man
who died for us?
Finally!

line of golf balls called “noodle”

Easy E with a poodle colored shirt

Someone has turned up the lights.
Basically when I’m

step on

Are you taking it personally?
I think, yeah, I might.

that person is 3 feet taller than the
person next to them.
Someone has tubed up the lights.
Not quite
a royal blue
bald with handtruck

Make eye contact with everyone.
fear flat
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Members only
closet found spread over the area of
an acre

the loudest lanyard
Blue orange blue pink green red red
blue blue blue blue blue red red
blue orange blue blue
red blue yellow blue blue orange
blue orange orange
red green blue

Gray hair up top, the extension
pony tail pure auburn
Is my avoidance of
suspicious?
10,000 beats
Create your very own
barber.
Yeah?

people
warped

Did it, not so bad.
Here on out maybe.
ooooh, heh heh heh
more LED
of course
Ahhhh more Sooner paraphernalia
Closet sounds
a badge, reserved parking
all occasions
The littlest gentlemen rides a lark.
Cabin fever Freddy
Krueger dork diaries Webster’s New
World Dictionary.
Silhouetted jumping dog
crossing my own tracks Spiderman.
Convertible crib: no babies look like
that.

20:01-40:00
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This ah good mom handled crying
kid admirably I thought. Not the
usual caricature in here.
Need to slow

down.

Three minutes until end of next
grid.

Eggtooth invites
snackosphere.
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you

to

the

It’s okay to initiate eye contact—
it’s usually refused.

What what’s goin now.
Wait, wait.
So what now? Then on all.. right on.
$5.75 Shivvondale.

with paper products it makes sense.
I’m an unusually durable paper
product. Two-ply myself.
Nothing nothing equals nut thins
nuh things nut thins nuts thins
crunchy sandies
Lorna Doon.
Who knew?

Nah let’s do this....

Are you getting beat up in
there?

...keep everything on check.

Come in colonel, need to hear your
voice.
Copy colonel?

Paper products. meow mix?

Alright, thank you.

Copy?
Copy create.
FUBU

Oh good.

brushed for softness

Amelia!
I rule this court. Basketball is in
session.

Wang TV
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Juno
Creed
Seger
Dean Martin
trip leaves

Coyote Ugly
Whitesnake

Tough stuff says the brontosaurus,
sad eyed girl has a story.
Bob

Aerosmith

Attention all Wal Mart associates: I
need an associate to sporting goods
for customer assistance. Attention
all Wal Mart associates attention 44
23
Tascay
Turtle Beach

Alternate spellings of Juneau. . .ahh
Just BS or saw Silver Bullet? Never
hear the one that gets you. Ride
the mark train.
These mountains won’t turn back to
blue.
These mountains won’t turn back to
blue
from living. Selene to complement
Juno of course.
Your end or mine?
assistance in Automotive
Shocking
cutlery
Oneida.
New agenda searching for

flexing time World War II
poplin
thank you.
you know? kudos
Cujo
easy fit
manga larga
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Walls water repellent hug colored
triple needle construction workwear
Zoot suit leaves with sockless

Sissy dollars
Gold catch
Duck!

more god. Gods in products. Coffee
pods.
God should stand
out.
stand out flush
Ceelo
saw resemblance of Ceelo.
Green.
Loofa.
Oh
Halloween
costumes,
oh
my
god.
rrrrrrrr!
Transformers, oh my god.
Transtomer! Robots in disguise.
Love bug ahhh no
the sexy quotient or imperative
dropping down to preteen levels
with these costumes. Surprised to
feel puritan to my self. Too bad you
haven’t made your first million by
now. Funny birthday.
Happy birthday to the pocket twirl
ninja.
Lead. Inspire. Encourage. Innovate.
Professional leader teacher and
guide someone who’s willing to be
on your side. A mentor who helps
you
and
brings
out
your
undermargined best. There’s a
wonderful boss behind every
success.
The democrats took your Halloween
candy

ah
Reporter reader now. Selene again.
Lunar I think.
Habitually stroll
back to Automotive, dammit.
Aroma
compaction
bagless

scalene hugs
aroma?
Waist aroma?
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Direct TV: he has his hands in a blue
box now he’s writing on a piece of
paper. A woman is standing next to
him.
She has her hands in a blue box.
There’s a tight soda cup. She has a
suit on. He has a shirt and pants. He
put his pen in his shirt. His hair is
short. She has long straight hair
behind him is a shirt with a spread
bald eagle the other one is a wolf
howling at the moon.

Think of Ariadne and I might
generate a minotaur in this
motherfucker. Don’t want to.

surprising
toilet seats
He better.

variety

of

racing down
beautiful

people

are

aisles

There’s also a tiger.
Are these going to hang off other
things?
everything

got there

The people are coming to me this
time.

It’s all hanging off itself. Think that
paint and primer sold together
reduces cost.
Can’t tell if this hand sanitizer is for
sale or for use in store.
Whoa.
Convert them, teach them, open it
up.
Patch them in!

1:39

Facts before prices: hued on habit halleys.
This place eliminates complete sentences.
Cortex clap.

40:01-60:00
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collector sex
There’s a woman in front of me on
her phone: is she doing a poem as
well while she feels the blu-ray?
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None of these Spidermen have
webs.

Castor oil available for toddlers?
We just had a moment, me and her.

corn pop

rice a roni.

I’ve been here so long I think I need
a shirt.

Set sect or sex?
sides organizer

See a worker arranging products
with careful attention and I think
she might be—does not seem
prescripted by protocol here. She’s
making things look good and may
well be making a poem
wordlessly. Whitman’s Sampler: all
of its boxes together proudly made
in America. In cowboys we trust.
Yeah there’s some of us, say
All of these Spidermen have webs.
They’ve got that Castro
available for toddlers now.

hat

Wow, those were the days.
Ahhhhh
The same thing happened to me at
the same time: she turned the
corner eyes met saw what I was
doing half-smiled walked away.
Right as you said it.
Almost thought almost thought you
were talking about me everyday low
price.
Soft sweats sweating softly up front
by the pumpkins.
No services are right on in produce.
We might get a job doing this

somehow.
The beer is going from the top of
the shoulder all the way down to
the hip where it’s landing into a
frosty mug.
Should be in Menswear.
It’s a shirt. With a picture of beer
being poured across front of the
shirt. You’ll find it next to wolves
and a spread giant bald eagle in
front of mountains.
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Baby suits?
Baby seas?
I have no idea
where that would be. It could be
anywhere.

janky
monsters

I’m going to look for the same
thing.
Sport to get off for your
money
Menswear? Kay.
Ahhhhh

Okay. Oh wow graphic of buyer
leaving Brand name is harmony.
I’m in Baby Seats.
Seats, baby seats like car seats.
Pardon me.
Baby seals. I, I can hear
you I’m just not listening.
Don’t take it personally just a shirt.
Shirts are
jeans.

Vivian greek

Triumph of the spirit

dispersed,

carpenter

Sweet ass work wear 60 dollar
overalls that look like they can take
a bullet.
No beer on kids shirts.
Zombie crossing. Bird is the word.
Hmm.
No shows beyond basics. I don’t
even know what that means.

Beyond basics. Easy fit. Brushed
for softness performed by Ce Ce
Peniston.

Identity paths are hard to bury. She
wants to believe what she feels not
what she wants.
It ain’t all good in the hood. Be
careful what you covet: it may
destroy you. Is every couple ready
for marriage? After the honeymoon
will their love stand the storm?
Shoes for baby.
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Looking for Kiki Dee now is my
Ariadne
in here. Waves of
association anyone can play.
Let’s actually look anyone can play
We bring people together, James.
There’s your Michael Jordan tagless
t-shirts for comfort. FUBU legacy.
City of iron.
Aahhhhh
Oh god you’re it now.
We bust ours to kick yours.

In Vegas when you roll the dice the
house doesn’t always have the
advantage.
Five girls out for revenge.
Metattraction?
Are you checking out?
sound bar.

Sshhhhh this is my hangover shirt.

In Walmart you get
satisfaction guaranteed.

rolled,

Truth, honor, Krypton.
I’ve hit the

six openings
Cluck cluck cluck cluck
modular cats, stranded cowboy hats

Not yet. Back in Baby Seats for
some reason.
slip
yikes
Whiptora

woosh!
the gift is infreud.

40:01-60:00
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avoiding
freckleless laundry
herbal
impacted
scowling ponytail
trendy top
perfect for low-rise pants

glowing people
with their eyes carved inward
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Girly girl for-ev-er.
Vampire diaries
five minutes left to get the shit
kicked out of me.
Oh, oh...
So many things are.
So many people.
Oh pardon me.

saliva between the cords
salivary lights
if

if

holler

head of lettuce
mostly separated

weird

closing in for something

It’s okay, dita Matthew doro de
mano.
It’s working out all right.
It’s a crock pot: slow cooking all
day now.
Woman in the sooner paraphernalia
aisle already decked out in sooner
paraphernalia. Red and black like
Falcons with crimson and cream.

bike droppings
parts

adjustable

close and burstable

floor show sugar
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Name the brain you’re working on.

flipping forward and back
Words tend to
go where the time is least.

Better homes.
Adjustable harp. We are building a
large adjustable harp, the largest
adjustable harp, the most versatile,
the most pegs to hang things off of
connected to other things. Fivepiece tray table set adjustable or or
greenic.
Or greenic. Low or no sugar.
Headed towards the front.
Looking to time exit exactly with
clock at 1:00, most dangerously
skinny woman I’ve ever seen.
A natural history of butterflies
spill station
R-brain capital “R” lit up like a
pumpkin
inside.
Rollback.
Pharmacy. Take your own residence
from the “ph”
triple A
every day low price elves costumes
Spidermen and princesses ET on sale
again: 30 years now
is least
ice bin available at the front, smart
style family

ABOUT WALMART ENTANGLEMENTS
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For the Walmart Entanglements, we loosely borrowed the concept of entanglement from quantum physics—
“spooky action at a distance”— realizing “action” as language and performing the resulting entanglement as a semiclosed, verbal, coupled system worth unleashing within the environment of America’s most successful chain of retail
superstores.
To date, we’ve done six entangled sessions and plan to do several more. For each iteration, we’ve enclosed
ourselves simultaneously in two different Walmarts— one in Atlanta, one in Oklahoma City— for a single hour. Before
each session, we’ve established the parameters for interaction between performers as well as between each performer
and his particular Walmart. Various modes of communication/interaction (text messages, photos shared via text, phone
calls, emails) have been deployed variously, as have different modes of cueing performers towards different
performative actions and/or movements (color-coding, directional coding, numerical coding in terms of a grid to map
the Walmart environment, as well as thematic cues) as have varying modes of transcription to record the experience
(voice memos, texts composed or altered on site, conference-call recording).
For our third iteration, we recorded our performance via conference call over the entire hour, effectively
speaking and listening to one another as we composed our mutually-derived “poetic” text spontaneously. Here, each
performer’s utterances are presented in the two simultaneously-rendered streams or columns of type. Text messages
were also exchanged and photos were taken (some of which are reproduced here). Both participants also completed
three poetic grids over 20-minute intervals, tracking each performer’s progress around the superstore and the
associative doodles that resulted. In addition, a found-text collected during the second iteration, entitled by Walmart
as “shallow end cap with countertop”, was rewritten (and probably improved) by one participant between iterations
and subsequently released back into the retail wilds during this third iteration.
What we propose via entanglement is a system of composition that is sited, improvisatory, and
transindividual— one that displaces the still all-too-prevalent mode of poetry by the lone, inspired individual, but
instead deploys a mode that is quasi-determined (focused) but also complex enough to embrace real-time experience
in a chaotic environment (a rejection of the algorithmic asceticism and cloistered monotony of much conceptual
poetry).
Properties of entanglement we have uncovered so far:

(1) entanglement as a nonlinear, dynamic feedback loop: not simply dialog or dialectic
(2) entanglement as knotting, connection but also constriction— blockages by sensory overload—
miscommunication (dropped calls, mishearing)
(3) entanglement as interpolation, refiguring— here, a literalized “allegory” (allo = other) + (agora =
marketplace) as an alternative to the verbal behavior encouraged by the site
(4) entanglement between process and product— a verbal analog to Smithson’s site-nonsite: sited
composition (Walmart flattens an experience of language in the service of a passively received
marketplace, so poetry must be repatriated there) and extraction to non-site (as remnants of
“Walmart language” are reassembled and recontextualized)
(5) entanglement as intimacy by distance— not the arm’s length intimacy of consumer exchange
Walmart encourages that conceals the knots of other social relations, but a 90° tilt, an exchange
in part produced by the problematics described above
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We aim to modify and radicalize Lyn Hejinian’s exhortation: “entangle with the occasion”— and to do so within a
dehumanized context, one that sweetly sings the anodyne: Save money. Live better.
ATLANTA POETS GROUP / JAMES SANDERS & JOHN SELVIDGE
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